A NEW PAIR OF GLASSES...

For years as a young Christian I wanted to know how sin could possibly come into a creation that was the direct issue out of a God who is “light and in him is no darkness at all.” As one of those issues, I am grateful, that when I was created, a sound mind came with the territory. This is the mind that Paul spoke of when he wrote “let this mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, who in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God.”…etc.

I’m not a Greek and Hebrew scholar, but this mind that is in me, tells me that there’s something missing with this verse. I would say that Jesus thought it not wrong to count himself equal with God. Regardless of what it really does say... if Jesus Christ was a Master {and he was} then he knew that he was the first cause of creation. Religion is in our blood. It was there with us the day we were born. It is the founder of the idea that God and Creation are two. Religion creates a sense within man of separation.

This sense creates the belief in separation and is the root cause of the belief in sin. We do well to realize that in reference to what we refer to as sin; there are two basic ways to view it. There is the perception of the man whose breath in his nostrils, and that of the one who has seen that there is only One in existence. I as man, have two perceptions if I have had the birth that has given me the single eye, I can view life from my humanity, or I can view it from my Divinity.

When I view life from my humanity, I like Jesus will tell you that my Father is greater then I. When viewing life however from my Divinity I may tell you that I have never been created but have always been. Viewing life from my humanity, I was born ex amount of years ago, and one day I’ll die as all flesh does. Looking from my Divinity I can with deep conviction tell you that I am the beginning and the ending, the alpha and the omega the first and the last. All could rightly say this. To me this is not blasphemous but actually glorifies God.

The glory of God is Gods expression. When I express truth, I glorify God because God is truth. I believe that sin is like beauty, it’s in the eye of the beholder! I may not be at the place on the path where this make’s any sense to me, and if it doesn’t its ok, but there will come the day that I see only God! On that day, I will look beyond what men call evil and see it as contrast that is a catalyst for waking up the sleeping Adam. There is absolutely nothing in all of the Creation of God that is not doing exactly as it was designed to do.

I asked myself the question over thirty years ago. I said… if God is perfect, {and only an unsound mind would say otherwise,} then how can anything be wrong with anything in
Gods creation? There is only one answer that I could come up with. There could not! One way you might see life, is as a huge Universal Cosmic Game. We have to know that nothing could come forth out of the Creative Energy Intelligence but more of the same. This means that man on the leading edge of an expanding universe is this Creative Energy Intelligence.

This is a message that is not ever going away for the mystery of life is being revealed through the revelation of Christ. This is a nation that is influenced by the Jewish conception of God so I use the term “Christ.” However Jesus was not the only Master who saw this revelation of the oneness of God and creation. There were others who have attempted to reveal it since the dawn of the ages. Light is encircling the globe and there is a paradigm shift in the consciousness of the planet. I believe this shift is going to bring a tremendous change in everything.

To even begin to grasp that you and God are one, is like experiencing life in a very different way. I know of a priest who once said and I quote… “I have come to believe that the kingdom of Heaven is not so much a place, as it is a new pair of glasses.”